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What I need to know: Y5 RE – Mosques and the Muslim Community 

 

We nurture the curiosity to learn, the courage to lead and the compassion to care. 

 
 
Name:         Class: 

 

 
For the next 5 weeks we are thinking about the question: ‘Does the community of the Mosque help 
Muslims lead better lives?’ 
 

What I will know… ✓ Start End 

To describe three things that Muslims believe and how these beliefs are shown in the Mosque   
 
  

Why prayer and the Qur’an are so important to Muslims 
 
  

Some of the things that the Qur’an teaches Muslims about living daily life 
 
  

What an Imam is and does 
 
  

Be able to name the 5 Pillars of Islam 
 
  

How to explain the importance of the 5 Pillars of Islam 
 
  

Think of at least two questions to ask an Imam/Muslim to learn more about the religion 
 
  

 
 

Skills I may use… 

Remember: name, identify, describe Analyse: investigate, infer, select, clarify 

Understand: predict, recall, interpret Create: plan, design, construct 

Apply: use, show, relate, demonstrate Evaluate: compare, assess, judge 

 
 

Vocabulary I need to know… 

1. I have heard the word, but I don’t 
know what it means 

2. I understand what the word 
means 

3. I can explain what the word 
means and give other examples 

Church, Synagogue, Gudwara, Mosque, Qur’an, Muslims, Wudu, Prayer, Imam, Community 

 
 

Opportunities to support English and maths 

• Skim and scan texts to retrieve information or quotes quickly and accurately 

• Summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph 

• Make and justify inferences with appropriate evidence from the text 

• Provide reasoned justifications for their views, quoting evidence from across a text 

• Think critically 

 
 

Enrichment 

• Visit from Imam or Muslim Representative or visit a Mosque 

 


